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BOOKS: Silver Spring artist makes first foray into fiction by Ellyn Wexler
Special to the Gazette
Tom Block has expanded his hat-trick of accomplishment in the arts. The 51-year-old Silver Spring writer, playwright and
visual artist, a Montgomery County native who has produced impressive work in all three venues, recently branched out
from nonfiction to a novel. “The Fool Returns” is his fifth published book.

Like Block’s first nonfiction book, “Shalom/Salaam: A Story of a Mystical Fraternity” (2010), the new novel is based on the
author’s “15 years [of] researching, writing and talking about the little know spiritual connection between medieval Jewish
and Islamic mystics.”

The earlier book, Block said, “explored the specific historical interactions between these two religions.” Surprised at “how
little is known about this positive relationship,” which he attributes to politics, Block’s goal has been “to find as many ways
as possible to get the story into the public domain. The novel is one more manner of talking about it in a creative way.” He
also has addressed the subject by writing articles and giving talks in Cairo, Istanbul, Barcelona, as well as the U.S. and
Canada.

Block wrote a first draft of “The Fool Returns” in 1996, returning to it periodically until “the past year or so,” when he
reworked the manuscript “rather extensively” and found a publisher. Early reviews have been encouraging. Kirkus
Reviews said, “The writing is literary and full of imagery … Think of a Dan Brown–like adventure penned by an erudite
Talmudic scholar.” And David Crumm, co-founder of Read the Spirit, a publishing company for important voices in religion,
and interfaith and cross-cultural issues, called the book “a Jewish Da Vinci Code, the difference being that so much of the
author’s research is based upon his own historic and verifiable studies.”

The established dramatist chose to use the novel form rather than a play. Not only was he not writing plays when he first
drafted the novel, but also, Block said, “There is way too much information that I wanted to include for it to be a play.” He
acknowledged, however, that a screenwriter who wanted to option the work would be welcome.

As the son of a journalist and an English professor, Block’s writing talent is no surprise. He grew up in Bethesda,
graduated from Georgetown Day High School and Vassar College, and wrote freelance travel and feature stories for
newspapers until burning out by age 26. A six-week introduction to visual arts course he took in 1989 at the Boston
Museum School inspired a love of painting as well as a new career.

After three years of living and working in Spain, and showing his paintings there and in Portugal, Block returned to the
D.C. area. Marriage, the birth of two children and a move to Silver Spring followed, and he continued to paint and exhibit
“extensively,” and wrote drafts of his five now-published books.

As for theater, Silver Spring Stage performed Block’s one-act “Frank Johnson” in 2007, and his first full-length “White
Noise” was on stage at the District’s Fridge in 2012, and off-off-Broadway at Theater for the New City the following year.
The stage, he said, is his particular passion “because I can bring all of my creative interests together in one place.” In
addition to appealing to his interests in writing and philosophy, he noted, most of his plays have a multimedia element,
including music and/or modern dance, as well as his paintings, which serve as part of the set.

Block said he “absolutely plan[s] to continue firing on all cylinders.” He is now researching the “quantum basic of
consciousness and doing preparatory location work” for a second novel – “The God Pill,” which he describes as “a thriller
involving neuro-spiritualism, some rogue American government scientists now on the lam and the re-engineering on the
geo-political situation through a scheme to reverse engineer the human brain.”

Productions and readings of several of his plays will take place in the next few months in New York City, and two OffBroadway possibilities are in the works. Next up are a reading at the Ensemble Studio Theater, with a Broadway director
and Broadway-seasoned actors, and a play in development with Off-Broadway’s Athena Theatre Company.

Only the painting arena is “quiet just now,” Block said, except for a viewing of his huge painting, “Broken Berlin Wall,”
during the American Institute of Contemporary German Studies’ Global Leadership Award Dinner on Dec. 15 in New York
City.

Everyone’s “quiet” is not like Tom Block’s.
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